Society is tied to the needs of small-time adventurers, and doesn’t have the heft or influence of the Traveller’s Aid
71
Society. And of course, the Terran Adventurer’s Society requires racial purity to be a member…
The Popagroup in this adventure has temporary membership with three organizations to gain assistance:

Flag & Insignia of Rimward Trade Links
This graphic is titled “Three Rings” © James Clouder. See his work at
https://spiritswriter123.deviantart.com/art/Three-Rings-503239685
•

Rimward Trade Links: based on Hipponax, with offices on all worlds of starport A-C, up to 15 parsecs from
72
Hipponax/Hulda/Canopus: loosely tied to the Jardin ethnicity ). Rimward Trade Links is noted for its
ability with facilitating and easing interstellar transport for non-Solomani concerns, as well as racially
impure and nonhuman businesses based in the Confederation. It’s aggressive legal division has got into
trouble with the Solomani Party more than once, but the financial and propaganda benefits of the
organization compel annoyed Party leaders to tolerate its continued existence... for now.

(Previous) Flag & Insignia of Ọ. wọ́-alájọ̀ ọlò
This graphic is titled “The Sultanate of Samirstan” © Android. See his work at
https://achaley.deviantart.com/art/The-Sultanate-of-Samirstan-492085320
71

While no Imperial is a Terran Adventurer’s Society member, at least one of the Solomani migrants is…
Like Black Americans – see Erik Painter’s response in https://www.quora.com/Why-dont-the-descendantsof-American-slaves-return-to-Africa-to-live – the Jardins are a result of ethnogenesis: a “new Solomani race”
of Southern Europeans and North Africans. “God made them here: this IS their home!”
72
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•

73

Ọ" wọ́-alájọ̀ ọlò (“HomeGroup”): A Yoruba-culture trade network based on Iouo, with port offices on every
world of more than a million in population within 10 parsecs of Iouo/Iouo/Magyar. Non-Yoruba
businesses enjoy fewer services at higher prices: Non-Solomani, Non-Yorbua concerns enjoy even fewer
benefits... ‘but it’s still worth it.’ Ọ" wọ́-alájọ̀ ọlò-Party relations are quite solid, which can be a bad thing for
the racially questionable Popagroup convoy.

Flag & Insignia of The Leichen Association
This graphic is titled “The Knight’s Confederation” © Android. See his work at
https://achaley.deviantart.com/art/The-Knight-s-Confederation-531246558
•

The Leichen Association: An Anglo-Chinese/Polynesian/Melanesian-culture trade & exchange network,
with a focus on linking Solomani/Imperial markets. A broad conglomerate of businesses, it is also involved
in commercial banking, and is a major Solomani/Imperial interface line. Moreover, as a gateway drug for
new customers, Leichen maintains offices and agents in the following systems:
o Column/Dark Nebula: the ‘home subsector’, with the Leichen hub port & headquarters
o Aston/Daibei: An up-and-coming hi-tech system, and a subsector capital
o Avalon/Reaver’s Deep (Solomani): A notable world in this region of the Confederation.
74
o Wu/Magyar: the home system the Wuan Technology Association
o Odin/Daibei: a traditional gateway to Imperial space
o Cameron/Daibei: the other preferred Imperial/Solomani gateway systems. Ships stop by if they
just want to drop off cargo, people, or messages in Solomani Space before returning home.
o Lancelot/Daibei: Leichen operates the starport on behalf of the planetary monarch
o Clown/Magyar: this is the secondary hub for Leichen operations.
o Tolkien/Daibei: Leichen has offices here to help assist with the legal and cultural adjustments of
in-bound Imperials.
o Seti IV/Daibei: a small Leichen branch is maintained here, to provide a hook-up with the Imperial
X-boat communication net.
Leichen maintains no offices outside of these systems, but if contacted by a client or a member, these
offices are often able to give assistance – from refueling to Confederation-sanctioned starmercs to
lawyers to trade negotiators – within a range of four parsecs of these systems (except Seti IV). LeichenParty relations are generally cool, but predictable: the Party dislikes Imperial citizens, but likes Imperial
credits, and Leichen avoids crossing the invisible lines that would bring the wrath of the Party upon it.

73

Did you really think I would skip an entrepreneurial African culture that already has businessmen around the
world, spreading from a single nation, Nigeria, whose population will outnumber all of Europe by AD 2100?
74
Leichen has a fickle relationship with the Wuan Technology Association: sometimes as business partners
(especially in transporting good to the Imperium), sometimes as competitors (especially in local good
transportation), depending on the market.
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You have to admit, magnetic red dwarfs have a special sparkle all their own… This graphic is titled “The Ergs of
Cerebus” © uxmal750ad. See his work at https://www.deviantart.com/art/The-Ergs-of-Cerberus-386332397
While Travelling within the Solomani Confederation
Mercenaries are common within the Confederation, even more than within the Imperium (Solomani & Aslan, page
16). A few of them become rise to dominate a planet or a system, but more supplement planetary forces, aid
business concerns, work within the neighboring Imperium. As usual, their loyalty is given to the highest bidder: the
Solomani Party has a looser hold on Solomani mercenaries than on the rest of Confederation society.
Some mercenary bands are willing to take up piracy: as Naval communication lines are shorter within the
Confederation than within the Imperium, pirates need to be more careful and thoughtful in their raids and targets.
Still: a nice fat alien flotilla, run by half-humans, stuffed with traitors and disloyal Solomani citizens, and filled with
useful goods, would plump up the bottom line nicely.
Note that Confederation pirates along the route of the Popagroup tend to be more experienced and better armed
than their Imperial counterparts, as they often have legitimate work fighting Aslan incursions or intra-Solomani
scuffles. In the spinward region of the Confederation Space piracy is usually just a sideline, providing
supplementary income when proper, legal work is unavailable.
Agents of House Popa have scouted the transport route, and worked to insure the protection of the Confederation
Navy for the Popagroup… but nothing is certain in this life. It is likely that the two ton Lurushaar Kilaalum-class
Patrol Cruisers, coupled with the light weapons of the civilian ships, are sufficiethnont to protect the convoy, but
maybe a straggler or an unfortunate jump exit places a ship in a vulnerable position. Or perhaps the latest situation
reports (provided by PCs or a trade association) point to a need for more (hopefully trustworthy) mercenary
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protection for the next few jumps: time and money then will have to be spent on buying what is needed, or getting
the Confederation Navy to do her job. Possibly, Danegeld will have to be paid to the pirates for safe passage: but
perhaps the terms will be changed half-way across their territory. It’s up to the PCs to manage the situation.
Always remember: as there is no jump co-ordinator and the engines are built for civilian use (except the
Patrol ships) all the ships exit separately in space and time: the difference in space is not too bad, but time
is an issue: jump exit can vary for up to 48 hours.
Solomani Security Monitors are just an accepted part of life within the Confederation: some of them are public,
complete with SolSec armbands, and others remain covert. Some passengers may be wearing them of habit or
loyalty, even though they are on their way to build a life in Imperial space. Eventually, the armbands will be
ditched, especially after crossing the Imperial/Solomani border: Imperial Citizens do not look on SolSec monitors
with much warmth, and SolSec has no legal writ within the Imperium.
While the Popagroup is in Confederation Space, the monitors have limited legal powers, mainly reporting to the
75
Party leadership among the migrants. This would be Amosez Ting Popa, a minor Party leader who decided to join
the migrants while retaining his ties to the Party. Little action will be taken if the Monitors overhear Imperials – or
even other migrants – speak against the Glory of the Race, as the entire force is on their way out of the
Confederation… but the information will be filed away, just in case.
However, if the Popagroup does challenge the authority of the Confederation within her own borders, the SolSec
monitors will have to be dealt with. The public-spirited loyalists wearing armbands are unlikely to be of much
trouble: it’s the trained covert operatives who pose as ordinary civilians who can cause real grief.
The Solomani Government at its very core – racial/republican/political-ideological – is strikingly different from the
Imperial government – familial/aristocratic/corporate-pragmatic. Votes, weighted by wealth ‘and other fairness
factors’, do matter in interstellar Party politics, so long as your blood is pure: this is true on many Solomani worlds
as well. You are always voting for someone in the Party, but the names in question can matter. This ideological
76
interstellar conformity is distinctly lacking in the Imperium, not even found in the Vilani Cultural Region.
Different interstellar laws are in effect, depending on your location, as the Confederation is indeed a true
77
confederation of worlds and small Solomani-race polities: with Race being the common bond and focus of loyalty .
The Confederation is too varied and too fractured on cultural and racial lines (“race” as in East Asian/East Indian/
78
Black African/European , as opposed to Solomani/Vilani/Mixed Vilani/Minor Race Human/Non-Human) to truly
become one people: ‘allowances must be made.’ The Imperium is – on the interstellar scale – a unitary military
state/trade network between sovereign worlds with a single interstellar legal, military, and commercial set of rules

75

Amosez Ting Popa will do as the official head of the Party within the flotilla. Below him, formal leadership of
the ship-bound branch of the Party is, well, undecided. After leaving Confederation Space, the position of local
Party head will be of no legal significance, but old instincts and life-long habits die hard, even among willing
migrants to the Imperium. And not everyone has actually converted to the Imperial way of thinking…
76
Vilani unity is a formidable power: by tradition, culture and conventions, but without the backing of Imperial
Law, the Imperial bureaucracy, or Imperial firepower. Regrettably so, in the eyes of the Vilani…
77
…always struggling against the competing calls of Tribe and Nation and Land and the Divine…
78
Note that these are massive categories that hide all sorts of in-group hostilities and factions. There is no
universal “Black African” culture; the Indian people are traditionally divided into all sorts of nations and
cultures and ethnicities; etc. Even the biggest tribe of them all, the Han Chinese, and the most strongly unified
large tribe, the Japanese, have internal differences that will certainly express themselves in a large enough
canvas. A really big canvas; like, say, the hundreds of worlds of the Solomani Sphere.
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79

and regulations, with multi-system identities (largely) suppressed and unrecognized by law. In the Confederation,
racial purity and Party standing shapes your interstellar destiny, not corporate power or Noble patronage.

Most men travel to gain wealth to better themselves. Greater wealth, as measured in credits... in contacts...
in knowledge… in experiences. This graphic is titled “Spacer” © Adrian Mark Gillespie.
See his work at https://tk769.deviantart.com/art/Spacer-598277736
While Travelling within the Imperium…
Things Start to Make Sense… or Get Increasingly Weird: If the PCs are Imperial, they will feel much more
comfortable in their home space. The planetary cultures and local (subsector) trade conventions will be strange at
first, but as they approach their stomping grounds at Nuzuu Subsector, the business names, cultures, species,
80
product culture , religions, and noble families will get more and more familiar.
Solomani PCs are classic ‘strangers in a strange land’: things will get stranger, more alien, and more unpredictable,
even bizarre. They will have to get used to an interstellar environment where aliens are not suppressed/airbrushed
out/only live to serve the Race. Non-humans are full citizens under Imperial Law, and most (not all) planetary
cultures: many cultures and individuals also treat non-humans as equal naturally; generally not due to compulsion,
but simply because they feel that it’s the right thing to do.

79

This will be rectified after 1116 Imperial, eleven years after the start of this adventure. Violently.
“Product culture” refers to the way things are built: a cell phone looks and works like a cell phone, a formal
business suit looks like a proper business suit, a corporate business district looks like a corporate business
district, a pen looks like a pen. On Earth in 2018, we all have the same material culture – “modern and postmodern Western.” This is only partially true in the Imperium, with its variety of species, languages and
regional cultures. (And the differences are far greater than, say, modern Japanese vs. modern Italian.
Try Italy of 1600 vs. Japan of 1600 for a better comparison.)
80
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Aliens Matter in the Imperium: In the Confederation, only the Pure Solomani – “Real humans” – have a say in
government; or have a real voice in the interstellar culture & mass media; or are noted in the history books. The
81
Solomani perspective, alone, is the perspective that matters.
But in the Imperium, the (Mixed) Vilani have a major say in how things run right across the Imperium, and the
Vargr, Aslan, and assorted minor races, human and otherwise, all get a voice that is heard in the Imperial
government. In the interstellar Imperial environment, you can’t just ignore sophonts who aren’t just like you, much
to the annoyance of both Solomani and Vilani cultures. Moreover, the Solomani voice in Imperial government (as
82
of 1105) remains a good bit weaker and less influential than her numbers and wealth would suggest…
Note that even the most liberal Solomani, well-read on Imperial culture, will have to make mental adjustments.
Reading about it… even watching it on Tri-V/the ‘net… is different than living it out!
“Better tens of thousands die by piracy, then millions in racial and ideological purges.”
“True that. But at least give the merchants a fighting chance for survival!”
“They are armed, no? And the major lines have their own route protectors and starmercs…”
“I wonder why we have an Imperial Navy, sometimes.”
“First, to keep all those worlds in their place. When we tell a major world to stop bombing a weak world, when a
local potentate gets too big for his britches, we need a nice big stick to give our words muscle.”
“And…?”
“The second is sociological. All those aggressive, talented, wealthy, aristocratic young men with dreams of fire and
power funnel into one place, where we can reach and mould them, teach them the importance of Honour; the
need for Imperial Unity; the Will of the Emperor; and the value of Imperial lives and property, human or not.”
“Hmmm…”
“Also, ask yourself: cui bono? Who benefits with the continued existence of pirates? Who gets to decide if
someone is an evil pirate, a good privateer, a recognized man-at-arms of a corp, nation, or House… or just a mere
insurgent? Who becomes a pirate? Where do they get their backing? How much would it really cost – not just the
credit cost – to stomp them out? Understand the limits of Imperial Power, to be a truly successful Noble!”
-– Tutor Kiril von Braun and his pupil, John Coppedge of the up and coming Coppedge family.
On Liasdi, capital world of Zarushagar Sector, Third Imperium.
Small-scale Piracy is fairly common across the Imperium, as well as the Solomani Confederation. Due to the sheer
scale of the Imperium, large-scale pirate groups can arise: but due to the hostility of the Imperial Navy, they have
short lifespans, and are generally unable to legitimize themselves before being destroyed or driven out. In the
Confederation, pirates can’t grow to be as powerful as they can in the Imperium, but it’s easier for a sufficiently
powerful pirate group or mercenary group to become incorporated into the interstellar power structure, gaining a
permanent position of wealth and prestige, but rather less free to do as it pleases.
83

Much piracy within the coreward Imperium, far from the area of this adventure, is racially keyed to the Vargr.
84
However, the Imperium does not pursue a race-based pirate policy. A policy of control and discouragement – and
beefed-up Imperial Fleets – is pursued instead. While this is unable to completely suppress Vargr pirates, it does
81

Things were different, when a more open Solomani culture dominated the early Third Imperium.
th
A somewhat useful analogy is the German voice in American culture. It was a lot louder in the late 19
century than during and after World War I, with the closure of many German language schools and cultural
institutions. (And not just in the US: the Canadian city of Berlin was renamed Kitchener during this time.) As
for World War II and the aftermath of that military (and, far worse, moral) disaster…
83
The Aslan aren’t interested in taking stuff: they are interested in taking land.
84
This has been increasingly true since the end of the Vargr Wars, and definitely true since the fall of the
Solomani Party within the Imperial Court. And it should be noted that even the conformist, corporate, superconventional Vilani engage in piracy: see the “Flaming Eye” MegaTraveller supplement for an example.
82
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help with Imperial unity and the restriction of interstellar racial strife, a major goal of the Imperium since the at
85
least the Solomani Rim Wars.

The flag of House Lupei.
This graphic is titled “The New Flag of Virginia” © Android.
See his work at https://achaley.deviantart.com/art/The-New-Flag-of-Virginia-549306525
Family Feuds and Unfinished Business: From the Popagroup’s entrance into Ilelish Sector, and especially as they
approach within twelve parsecs of their destination of Kapakoo, there will be more small-scale attacks on the
flotilla. There is a one-in-three chance of
•
•
•

a pirate attack on the flotilla, of 1D3 civilian pirates (of 100-200 tons) led by one purpose-built pirate
vessel (400-600 tons); or
a pirate attack, by one military vessel (600-ton Patrol Cruiser) and 1D2 civilian pirates (of 100-200 tons); or
a starport attack (high or ground port), of a mercenary platoon of 40-50 soldiers.
86

Imperial PCs will recognize the attackers as House Lupei personnel. House Lupei, with an eye to their political
legitimacy, long-term goals to displace House Popa, and the Unspoken Rules of Imperial Dynastic Warfare, will
abide by the Imperial Laws of War. That being said, House Lupei forces will be aggressive, innovative and daring:
when definitely on the losing end of a clash, they will withdraw quickly.
Note that all House Lupei forces are of Green or Regular quality: no Veteran or Elite level opposition is present.
“Quality assets cost quality money… which we don’t have to spare.”
Secondary goals of the attack are to wound and weaken the Popagroup, but the primary goal is to hijack/board the
87
Low Liners, and bring those frozen family members to their hidden and lightly fortified base at <Referee’s chosen
location>, where they will be thawed out and integrated into House Lupei. If they can, the cargo ships will be taken
as well. If the opportunity presents itself, they would definitely work to destroy the Antique Lands, where the
Imperial leadership is based. Invisible Cities will largely be ignored: but if it can be captured and taken, it will be.

85

This isn’t true of the Empty Quarter of 993: but that is 112 years before the current adventure.
See pages 166-167 for details on the family strife between House Popa and House Lupei.
87
“Lightly fortified” because House Lupei simply doesn’t have the cash to buy all the guns, warships, and base
protection (orbital and ground) they really need. Interstellar war, even small-scale clashes, costs real money.
86
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Most of the denizens of Kapakoo travel to their settlements by small balloons or large blimps,
but the leaders of the wealthier clans have fast, agile skiffs at their disposal.
This graphic is titled “Double Sun” © Alexey Shirokikh.
See his work at https://cyberkolbasa.deviantart.com/art/Double-Sun-576518546
At the End of the Journey
“I can’t believe we made it!”
“Not everyone did…”
88

There is a high probability of an attack on the Popagroup flotilla as it approaches Kapakoo starport. If the
PCs/Popagroup warships solidly defeated House Popai attacks in the last six jumps of the journey, there will be no
final fight: House Lupei can’t afford to spend the resources on a failing war. But, if the fights ended in a draw or a
loss of a ship or more, there will be one final dramatic clash in Kapakoo space.
In the final climatic clash, the Popagroup will be attacked by the following Lupei assets (all jump-capable
89
starships ):
•
•
•

90

1 800-ton Chameleon-class Commerce Raider , hired just for the occasion;
91
1 600-ton Lurushaar Kilaalum-class Patrol Cruiser ; and
1D2 ordinary pirates, of 100-200 tons (Scouts, Free Traders, Far Traders)

88

The Referee may shift this attack to an earlier starsystem, depending on story needs, or if the Popagroup
has been solidly defeated twice or more.
89
House Popei can’t afford to transport SDBs into Kapakoo System, so all ships have to get there under their
own power.
90
The Chameleon-class Commerce Raider is fully spec’d out in FASA’s Adventure-class Ships, Volume 1. You
can purchase it at http://www.rpgnow.com/product/64487/CTF-ACS1-FASA-Adventure-Class-Ships-Volume-1For-Traveller
91
Note that House Popei can only afford to deploy one in this conflict. If their Patrol Cruiser was destroyed/
captured earlier, it is not available to lead the attack here.
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In addition, House Lupei will commit 1D3+2 300-ton LSP Modular Starships to the fray. They are capable of
mounting six 30-ton modules, the same modules used by modular cutters. This allows for all sorts of cool
92
configurations and mission profiles … but the ships are primarily civilian vessels, not military. Each vessel is
unarmoured, with one turret. See the footnotes on page 125 for links to various LSP Modular Starships.
Of the six modules, one must be of fuel, for a jump2 capability. The other modules used during the attack are
expected to be:
93
• Long-range passenger modules: 14 passengers, typically Marines Zero-G soldiers with combat armour,
94
gauss weapons, grenades, and demolition charges ;
• Utility modules, for additional boarding equipment (including portable life support and portable power
supplies);
• Fighter Modules: a single 15-ton fighter with crew and fuel;
• A Fire Support Module, with an additional triple-turret missile launcher (no more than two per ship);
95

The goal is to board – or, if things spiral out of control, destroy – the Low Liners, at any cost. Note that all House
Lupei forces are of Green or Regular quality: no Veteran or Elite level opposition is present.

New Words for New Worlds
“Just because you’re correct doesn’t mean you’re right!”
— overheard during a Solomani/Imperial political argument.
At journey’s end – and after any disagreeable welcoming committees are dispensed with – the Popagroup can
issue a few last words to the new colonists. From the lay Orthodox leader onboard:
Teach us to study the works of Thy hands that we may subdue the earth to our use and strengthen the
reason for Thy service; and so to receive Thy blessed Word, that we may believe on Him whom Thou hast
sent to give us the knowledge of salvation and the remission of our sins.
— James Clerk Maxwell (1831-1879), father of electromagnetic theory
There is no formal, final word from the on-board Solomani Party leadership: it would be impolitic to do so, and
possibly antagonize the lesser races that surround them. There is no organized Solomani Party, public or hidden,
on the world of Kapakoo… yet.
The Imperial representative suffers from no such limitations. Dănuț, Baron of Kapaoo, who has travelled with the
Popagroup and (presumably) worked to prepare the settlers for their new home, gives a formal speech welcoming
the new Imperial citizens – and long-lost brothers of House Popa – to their once and future home. The content of
this speech is left to the Referee: perhaps the young Baron has matured in wisdom, or his political goals hardened
into a diamond edge. Clues to his thinking – military, cultural, racial, religious, dynastic – will be in the speech for
those who have ears to hear.

92

See GURPS Traveller: Modular Cutter - http://www.warehouse23.com/products/FFE30-6616 - for some of
the possibilities.
93
I follow the GURPS Traveller: Ground Forces convention that only Imperial Marines are allowed to call
themselves Marines within the Imperium…
94
Proper battle dress and plasma/fusion rifles simply cost too much.
95
Note that the explicit destruction of so many helpless low berth passengers will easily be seen as an Imperial
War Crime (Category: Mass Murder): so it is expressly forbidden by the leadership of House Lupei… but in
desperate circumstances, facing certain defeat, there is a definite possibly of a break in discipline.
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With 200,000 people total scattered across Kapakoo, there’s a lot of open space. Every square centimeter of land
and ocean (seafloor, liquid, and exploitation rights) has been claimed: but much of it can be leased at a
reasonable price. The landowners are extremely reluctant to actually sell any, though: expect to pay through
the nose, if you want to own your land free and clear. This graphic is titled “Badlands” © uxmal750ad.
See his work at https://www.deviantart.com/art/Badlands-640299027
Settling Down
The shift of the migrants from Citizens of the Confederation to Citizens of the Imperium should be an interesting
one. But more keenly felt in their hearts is the shift from being a Hipponaxian (plural Hipponaxians) to a Kapak
(plural Kapaki): ‘someone who calls Kapakoo home.’
Aspects of Kapakoo that are built-in, due to astrographics or the storyline:
• A small but habitable arid planet, with oceans, breathable air, and reasonable gravity (~0.72 of Terra),
• Ruled by an impersonal bureaucracy, but with low law levels,
• The Popa family is an influential force: but there are other important voices as well.
96
• Kapakoo is located at the rimward edge of a massive 1049-system Jump1 main that stretches from
Verge to include much of rimward Reft, Gushemege, a bite of Dagudashaag, most of Vland, and a fair bit
of spinward Lishun. To see it for yourself, go to www.travellermap.com, click on experiments, turn it on,
search for Kapakoo, and then click on that system on the starmap.
In addition, in my writing I assume
• As of 1105 Imperial, religion comes as a distant third in people’s allegiance: tribe comes first, and land
comes second. (Note the absence of any Vilani-style concern for corporate authority.)
• Imperial authority and the aristocracy is respected on the world.
The Referee may use the data sheet on Kapakoo for additional inspiration, created on the www.travellermap.com
website: the Traveller5 sourcebook will be needed to understand the notations.
96

Also, see https://stellarreaches.wordpress.com/2018/04/13/the-vilani-main/ and
https://stellarreaches.wordpress.com/2018/04/27/the-vilani-main-updates/ for details.
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